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SPACE-TIME AS PURE SENSATION, WHICH WE RECOGNIZE

THROUGH MOVEMENT. THE DANCER IS NOT A MECHANICAL INS-

TRUMENT EXECUTING THAT MOVEMENT ONLY FOR ITSELF, RA-

THER IT IS THROUGH THE SUBJECTIVITY OF HIS OWN

EXPERIENCE OF SPACE-TIME THAT HE “INHABITS” THE MOVE-

MENT (WHICH HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH ITS “AFFECTS”).

“The child does not project, he lives entirely in the moment,
feeling that instant without fully being aware of it … Trying to
reawaken that childish pre-consciousness of immediacy, of the
non anticipation which is instinct and – in the complete other
direction, to imagine, to glimpse the consciousness and sensa-
tion of space and time happening to an old person: time seems
to slow down, space shrinks … (is this in itself possible?). Expe-
rimenting with this temporal and plastic elasticity, blowing off
the doors locked by our reflexes, our habits, the systems and
signs which have conditioned us to be like machines, the flux of
constantly accelerating images which get in the way of our fee-
ling of truly being in space and time, which dehumanize us …”

Satori, or illumination, is the consciousness of immediacy, in
its purest, most fleeting form …

Detaching oneself, tearing oneself away from the hypnotic, bi-
nary and primary rhythm which overpowers us (sounds,
images, certain software, the driving pulse found onstage in
certain anaesthetized communal events). 

Feeling the infinite variety of speeds through our senses, pou-
ring out, accelerating our pulse, our breath, the extreme slo-
wing-down in which one may find the immobile point.

The great Scourge of Time offers us in each variation of its
swinging trajectory, an infinite richness of perceptions -- if in
fact our conscience can free itself of the abundant automatisms
shaping our senses, including our hearing, our sight …

Our face-off with the “other” can be approached with a sharpe-
ned awareness of the immanent fragility, rarity and delicacy of
each moment, a quick weighing of thought, nourishing and al-
lowing for both the future and the duration, while the fusional
fermenting of passions overflows, displacing our perception of
space-time … 

This alternating is vital.

By definition a choreographic piece works conceptually with the
language of movement during the space-time of the perfor-
mance, but this possible abstraction does not in the least ex-
clude meaning and the approach to the sensitive, it’s about
taking that leap, as Kafka might say. 

Language endangers us, breaking the circuits …

Perhaps we shall use an abstraction of Rimbaud’s great poem, Les Il-
luminations. Maybe. Maybe not … what matters is each time we do
take that leap toward the opening, moving the percepts toward you, to-
ward ourselves. 

“I alone have the key to this savage parade,” says Rimbaud at the end
of his poem Aube (Dawn). Opening the senses, essences – toward im-
probable logical connections.

“I have strung ropes from spire to spire, garlands from window to win-
dow; gold chains from star to star, and I dance.” With these festive
links, like a tightrope walker of language, Rimbaud draws an acoustic
movement toward an abstraction of the void. Like a poetic cosmology,
this “illuminated” expansion of the verb creates a new gravity of the
perceptible. It elucidates no mystery but it re-enchants the world of
elementary particles … 

When Einstein “discovered” (according to legend ) the theory of relati-
vity while riding inside an elevator – was that an illumination? -- per-
haps instead of experiencing the sensation, he was inside the moment
the pure concept appeared to him. Or on the other hand: the writer
and poet Fernando Pessoa wrote in Le Livre de l’intranquillité how he
totally panicked on a bus, when he noticed precisely, dizzyingly, the
speed at which the bus (and therefore he) was traveling. “Feeling all,
in all the ways possible – I am living inside sensation … “

In extreme feeling there is a panic of the senses which aug-
ments one’s perception of speed, everything seems to accele-
rate: and a shock, a scare, a sudden pain can transform our
perception of space-time to the point of annihilating it.

In Zen philosophy, it is detachment, an attitude of emptiness (of
non intent, non projection) in immobility, which allows the gras-
ping of the instant in its quality of fullness and uniqueness; the
satori would then be an ecstatic consciousness in the here and
now, of the infinitude of space-time gathered together, collec-
ted in a fraction of a second: a stepping away from the self; an
immobile journey …

What is it that drives animals to run thousands of miles, until
they are completely exhausted, dying or giving birth? Instinct?
The bird, the butterfly and the salmon do not plan, do not pro-
ject – they go beyond their own limits in the pursuit of this vital
cycle …

Catherine Diverrès
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The child does not project,
he lives entirely in the mo-
ment, feeling that instant
without fully being aware of
it …

Le Chien, Francisco de Goya (1819-1823, Musée du Prado, Madrid)

Musicale
Collaboration

It has been eight years now that I have continued to collaborate
musically with Jean-Luc Guionnet and Seijiro Murayama for my
creations, using very different creative processes: Alla Prima
(2006), La Maison du Sourd (2008), Blowin’ (2007), Encor (2010),
Penthésilées… (2013) and recently the duo Dentro. 

This common journey has considerably changed my musical ideas,
especially after hearing a composition by Jean-Luc Guionnet for 10
musicians with the ensemble Dedalus. So I guess it will be possible
for me to conceive a creation and risk “submitting” my choreogra-
phic vocabulary to an independent musical score; in fact I have al-
ways defended my choreographic position, rejecting all
“submission” to a pre-existing score: for me the music or acoustic
dramaturgy is created, adapting to the choreographic process as it
happens … These are processes and postures which are diametri-
cally opposed! 

This project is supported by trust and mutual understanding based
on our common experience, in which the idea of associating the
musicians with the musical language – is fundamental. This is why
we are planning this creation from several different angles: the
question of the space (and the propagation of the sound) will define
the recording space which will become that which accompanies the
performances. 

And we are considering a way to perform the work with the musi-
cians playing live. 

As it stands now, a concerto for organ and percussion running 20
minutes, reuniting Jean-Luc Guionnet and Seijiro Murayama, will
be recorded, and a 2nd part for 8/10 musicians, running 50 minutes
(recorded) may also be played live. 

Catherine Diverrès 

“Leave to memory the appearance of making
oneself in music.”

Jean-Luc Guionnet



Today I would like it if the piece that Catherine Diverrès has
asked me to compose for Blow the bloody doors off! could have
that same subtitle: we and the Ensemble Dedalus, after having
shared this experience, the learning process of creating a speci-
fic language for and in the space – will push further the particu-
larities of this practice by thinking about its composition in the
stage space in the widest sense possible. That the farthest and
closest elements remain as extreme, markers open to a music
which will be spread out inside the venue: markers perceived
both topologically and electrically,

- so that the music may stretch into potential energy.

- so that the structure of the venue organize and be received dif-
ferently each time by distributing the orchestra “in formation,”
the way we speak of formation when speaking of strategy.

- so that these distances imply a modifying of listening, of the
stage action, going as far as the distortion of the seriousness of
certain shapes.

- so that the time of influence, the length of what we hear live,
puts up in front of the music a fun-house mirror, like the distor-
ted sounds of the brass bands heard the next street over, in the
silence of long-ago operas.

- so that the disjunction implied by these distances may push
the orchestra to speed, to slow down, to speed up more, and
especially to surprise, as if to awaken that which heard from
far away seems to be from the past, because we confuse
space and time passing: how do we do that so that the far
away sound does not turn into nostalgia, and the close not
become cruel? Of course we want them to exchange their
positions, the far becoming cruel and the nostalgic being
close.

&

- so that the dance and the dancers have a clear, precise in-
fluence on the music, and that we be able to understand the re-
lationship between musicians and dancers, all of whom are

physically present.
My work with Dedalus radically integrates space into the compo-
sitional process:
- 1 – First, with Distances ouïes-dites, a piece which premiered in
2013 at the Consortium (Dijon), in which the musicians split up,
going into different rooms (of a museum, a gallery, a factory, it
doesn’t much matter), where the audience listens from the first
room, with the first musician present, fully aware of the acoustic
perspective and how it is arranged.

- 2 – Then with La dualité secrète des cubes, composed for Alla
breve (France musique radio - 2014), in which the music was or-
ganized in a spatial series, relating to a series of distances, that
of each musician to the microphone.

But a second challenge underlies the first: the concert voice, or
the tension between a single voice and the orchestra. In Dis-
tances ouïes-dites, it’s the acoustic (and visual) presence of the
first musician facing the audience alone in the first room, the rest
of the group being invisible and also quite far away. In La dualité
secrète des cubes, the viola must calibrate the sound of its ins-
trument quartertone by quartertone, and the piece may be heard
as the orchestration of that very task.

With Ces portes à défoncer, I would like to illuminate the ghost of
that soloist voice, planning the piece as a concerto set in space. A
concerto for Seijiro Murayama (snare drum and voice) and the
Ensemble Dedalus, in a grand space with a singular acoustic pro-
file, reverberating or not, a cathedral or a boat hangar, with a re-
cording setup as a principal element in the composition, where
the absence and the presence of the soloist pingpong off each
other their presence and pre-eminence in front of the orchestra.

As in the two other pieces, distance parameters, including rever-
beration times and architectural structure, but also influences
and immediate sight reading imply a chain of causal relations-
hips which will be fully represented in the musical result.

In a relationship, most importantly strategic, with the space
counting more than time as support for the propagation of mes-
sages, Seijiro Murayama & Dedalus each must accomplish an
autonomous task, which the constraints of influence and the time
needed to understand may complicate. Since most of the tasks
are to be done “on sight,” the score and the writing method do
not play into any ambiguity between interpretation and improvi-
sation, more on a series of problems postulated, to which there
are a series of answers given through performance. 

Jean-Luc Guionnet

In 2013, I composed a piece for the Ensemble Dedalus: Distances ouïes-dites. The piece was construc-

ted to directly embody the structure and architecture of the building in which it was to be played.

Each concert would thus be a recreation, a recalculation of the parameters which organized these

distances, their music and their broadcasting in the space of those near and far ... extremes, as much

as possible, for the ear of the listener. The piece also had a certain subtitle: “an orchestration of

space for a procession of ideas.” 

AN ORCHESTRATION OF SPACE FOR A PROCESSION OF IDEAS, BY JEAN-LUC GUIONNET 

“When
influences have

no place, the space
becomes sadder by ex-

posing for itself a compli-
cation of time and the

impossible.”



“Proximity proves nothing.”

“From far away even the worst stuff is beautiful when you lis-
ten to it.”

“By breaking the continuity of the inclines, we oppose lan-
guage, we steal the overage in bricks, we follow the dubious
dotted line of our unthought melodies.”

“Leaving to memory the ability to create oneself in music.” 

Dessin Jean-Luc Guionnet

THESE DOORS WE MUST BLOW DOWN !
Musical creation 

ON INTERPRETATION

Nothing is funny, nothing is playful, nothing is sad in this com-
position; it has to do with an interior processing, a self-proces-
sing. If interpretation and performance can sometimes take the
form of a test, it’s because that form is the form of the music it-
self: errors, within the framework of the test, are not errors
any more in music heard as the acoustic result of the process –
the errors did not happen musically. The listeners are listening
to subjectivity in the work. They are listening to the acoustic si-
gnature of a confrontation with these subjectivities, through the
space, the time, the secrets, instrumental problems and a
pragmatic honesty of self to self.

JEAN-LUC GUIONNET, COMPOSITION

MUSICIANS

DIDIER ASCHOUR, GUITAR & ARTISTIC DIRECTION
CYPRIEN BUSOLINI, VIOLA
STÉPHANE GARIN, PERCUSSION
THIERRY MADIOT, TROMBONE
CHRISTIAN PRUVOST, TRUMPET
DEBORAH WALKER, CELLO
AND SEIJIRO MURAYAMA, PERCUSSION, VOICE



L’intranquille
Each time my plans are lifted, influenced by my dreams –
above the level of my everyday life, and for an instant I feel as
if I had wings, like a child swinging high on a swing. Each time
I had to – as he did – come back down to the level of the park
and admit my defeat, without raising a flag for the battle, wi-
thout waving the sword which I might have drawn. I imagine
that most of the people I run into at random in the streets – I
notice it in the mute movement of their lips, the vague indeci-
siveness in their eyes, or the prayers they speak aloud, a fine
ensemble – the same drive toward this useless war of an
army without banners. And they all – I turn back to look at
their poor backs, the defeated – they all must know, like me,
the great, sordid defeat, lost in the mud, the weeds, but wi-
thout the poetry of the ponds, without moonlight bathing the
shores – a pathetic, mercenary defeat.
Le Livre de l’intranquillité de Bernardo Soares (volume II), by Fernando Pessoa, translated from the Portugese by Françoise
Laye, Christian Bourgois editor

L’intranquille
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CATHERINE DIVERRÈS

Consciousness, our relation to others, that’s what creates the time”
Catherine Diverrès has been repeating this over and over since her
first choreographic opus, a strange meteorite which appeared on
the contemporary dance scene in the mid 80s. Right from the start
Catherine Diverrès stood out, turning her back on the prevailing
American post-modernist dance conceptions of the time. Trained
most notably at the Mudra de Bruxelles school, directed by Maurice
Béjart, she practised 
the techniques of José Limón, Merce Cunningham and Alwin Niko-
laï before joining the choreographer Dominique Bagouet 
in Montpellier as a dancer and then setting out on her own.
First in tandem with Bernado Montet, creating a mythical duo, Ins-
tance, following a study trip in Japan in 1983 with one of the Butô
masters, Kazuo Ohno. This was the beginning of the Studio DM. A
decade or so later, in 1994, she was appointed director of the Cen-
tre Chorégraphique National de Rennes et de Bretagne, which she
ran until 2008.

Throughout her thirty or so creations to date, Catherine Diverrès has
invented her own language, an extreme and powerful dance form,
in harmony with life’s great changes, which dialogues with the
poets Rilke, Pasolini, Holderin, reflects with the philosophers Wla-
dimir Jankelevich, Jean-Luc Nancy, attaching itself to transmission
and repertory Echo, Stances, Solides. Dance, which she destabilises
in the company of the sculptor Anish Kapoor in L’Ombre du ciel.

From 2000 onwards, she has turned her own writing upside down
by using other creative devices. She has improvised to music, Blo-
win’, developed projects abroad, in Sicily with Cantieri, with Spanish
artists in La Maison du sourd. Presence, gravity, hallucinatory
images, suspense, fall and flight, the choreographer transforms her
dance into a sort of physical unveiling. 
As in Encor, a landscape in which we see passing before us move-
ment and history. A way of questioning, through the body, the major
social and aesthetic changes of our time or questioning our memory
once again, as in her recent solo, a hommage to Kazuo Ohno, Ô
Senseï.

Time has come full circle but a new period has begun with the
creation of her new company, the association d’Octobre in Vannes.
Continuing her work of creation and transmission, the choreogra-
pher and her dancers have undertaken the interpretation of a le-
gendary figure, Penthésilées ..., queen of the Amazons. In
readopting the group, a collective dimension, this production
marks a new step in an artistic approach which is already richly
choreographic.”

Irène Filiberti

____

main chorégraphies

Instance (1983) I Le Rêve d’Hélène Keller (1984) I
Lie ou le sol écarlate (1985) I L’Arbitre des élégances (1986) I
Le Printemps (1988) I Fragment (1988/1989) I Concertino (1990) I
Tauride (1992) I Ces Poussières (1993) I L’Ombre du ciel (1994) I
Retour (1995) I Fruits (1996) I Stance I et II (1997) I Corpus (1999) I
Le Double de la bataille (1999) I 4+1 (Little song) (2000) I Voltes
(2001) I San (2001) I Cantieri (2002) I Echo (2003) I Solides (2004)
I alla prima (2005) I Blowin’ (2007) I La Maison du sourd (2008) I
Encor (2010) I Ô Senseï (2011) I Penthésilées… (2013) I
Dentro (2015) I
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Création musicale
Biographies 

JEAN-LUC GUIONNET
when the music brings time...

Jean-Luc Guionnet is one of those multi-talented artists. An alto
saxophonist and organist playing improvised music and free jazz, he
is also a plastician, a performer, a composer and a theoretician.
After studying aesthetics at the Sorbonne, he developed many diffe-
rent projects in the electro-acoustic and improvised musical do-
mains, bringing them to the stage, to radio and performance, as
well as to the plastic arts and experimental film. He collaborates
regularly with Éric Cordier, Olivier Benoît and Éric La Casa and
works with La Casa in several creative radiophonic workshops on
France Culture (French radio). He was on the editorial board of
Terre des signes, a magazine open to non-Western cultures, publi-
shed between 1995 and 1997 by l’Harmattan.
Since 2007, he has participated in the creations of Catherine Diver-
rès including her latest creation, Penthésilées… in 2013.

“My work is broken up into as many sections as I am offered oppor-
tunities to act, to think about sound. These occasions always hap-
pen along with an important encounter from the outside: an
instrument (saxophone/ organ), a theoretical idea (“what is
rumor?”), or a collaborator friend (André Almuro, Caroline Pou-
zolles, Éric La Casa, Taku Unami, Lotus Edde Khouri, Yvan Clédat,
Seijiro Murayama, Olivier Benoit, Rhodri Davis …). We generate an
exploding suite of themes which in turn influence the development
of the musical or plastic work, driving toward the next encounters:
the thickness of the air, listening as if hidden from itself, pidgin, the
musical instrument considered an emotional automaton, the geo-
metry and arithmetics of vision and listening … their differences,
sound as the signature of the espace, the signature of objects, the
signature of what it isn’t, the landscape and the closet … Or the
proximity of time passing and the weather … via which the eye and
the ear find themselves equally destitute.
Music then becomes, through its own artistic protocol, a way of tes-
ting reality as it is felt and thought. Reciprocally, it is a test whose
experience defines a new distribution of the entire body by placing it
in an environment which is both unknown and artificial, while lea-
ving it able to think, to count, to build relationships, to hear and to
understand certain places, etc. The emotion I seek is inside all
these strata and their sliding up and down while listening: when the
music brings time.” 

SEIJIRO MURAYAMA
when sound becomes sculpture 

He is a Japanese musician and composer, but we know Seijiro Mu-
rayama more as a percussionist and drummer. Well known on the
improvisation scene, we’ve seen him play on international stages
since 1982. He has lived in France since around 2000 and is now fo-
cusing more on the resonances between music and other intellec-
tual or artistic disciplines, including dance (Catherine Diverrès,
Kazuo Ohno, Christine Burgos, Katja Fleig), video (Olivier Gallon),
painting (François Bidault), photography (www.Purpose.fr), litera-
ture, philosophy (Jean-Luc Nancy, Ray Brassier), and performance
(Diego Chamy).

Born in Nagasaki in 1957, Seijiro Murayama is atypical in the way he
deals with sound. Always searching, this contemporary explorer
flirts with minimalism and electro-acoustic sound, sometimes brin-
ging his snare drum onto terrain where the master becomes a pain-
ter, a sculptor or an acoustic storyteller.

“You almost want to say about his music that it is visited more than
it is heard, like a permanent and personal exhibition. 4 Pieces of
Snare Drum, true acoustic, temporal sculptures for some, more like
a monochrome painting for others, are still musical works, created
with a simple snare drum, with an astonishing technical prowess
which can seem derisory. Yet the strength and the beauty of this
music comes in part from the energy used to transcend its instru-
ment and to re-invent ephemeral use, in a creative impulse approa-
ching tragedy,” says the double bass player Nicolas Talbot, the
creator of the Petit Label. His pieces are formidable acoustic perfor-
mance pieces which he creates on site, taking into acount the musi-
cal dimension of the venue, the resonant parameters of its volume,
its architecture. Because the universe in question is bothersome.
Seijiro Murayama challenges the fundamentals of our contempo-
rary “ear,” formatted to 4/4 time and the well-known A-B-A-B mu-
sical structure.

For several years he has continued his examination of the idiomatic
and the idiotic, Idioms and Idiots – (with Jean-Luc Guionnet, Mattin,
Ray Brassier, 2009). In 2010, he was named the curator of the Per-
sonal and Collective Festival in Ljubljana, Slovenia.

Dessins Jean-Luc Guionnet



Dedalus
contemporary music ensemble

DEDALUS 
contemporary music ensemble

Founded in 1996 by Didier Aschour, Dedalus is a contemporary
music ensemble established in Montpellier since 2011. Its repertory
is based on the free instrumentation scores which came out of ex-
perimental contemporary North American and European music
from the 60s to today. Dedalus organized itself into a collective in
which arrangements, orchestrations and interpretations are wor-
ked out together.

For a long time, the ensemble was the only enthusiastic promoter in
France of the American minimalism of the 60s and 70s by creating
or re-creating works of composers like Christian Wolff, Alvin Lucier,
Phill Niblock, Frederic Rzewski ... Over the last few years, Dedalus
has commissioned works from a new generation of composers ta-
king over the legacy of written experimental music such as Coïnci-
dences from the UK scene (Tim Parkinson, John Lely, James
Saunders), Made in USA (Travis Just, Cat Lamb, Quentin Tolimieri)
or in commissions to musicians who have come out of the free im-
prov scene or the electro-acoustic scene (Jean-Luc Guionnet, Jean-
Philippe Gross).

Dedalus also initiated projects in collaboration with other European
ensembles, Apartment House (London), Konzert Minimal (Berlin)
and Muzzix (Lille) with whom they produced MOONDOG - Round
The World Of Sound for 14 musicians. The ensemble has performed
in Europe and in the USA, notably at Les Instants Chavirés (Mon-
treuil), Roulette (New York), and at festivals like Music We’d Like to
Hear (London), Sonorités (Montpellier), Musique Action (Vandoeu-
vre-lès-Nancy), Angelica (Bologna), Elektricity (Reims). Dedalus
was an associated ensemble at the Scène nationale de Vandoeuvre-
lès-Nancy and for the 2013 season of Why Note at the Consortium
(Dijon). Its concerts and recordings have been acclaimed around the
world (New York Times, The Wire, Mouvement, Revue&Corrigée…).

DIDIER ASCHOUR 
artistic director

He is a guitarist and composer, born in Paris in 1967. He lives in
Montpellier, studied at the CNSM in Paris. He was an award winner
of the Yehudi Menuhin Foundation and received a grant from the Fe-
rienkurse für Neue Muzik de Darmstadt (‘92 & ‘94). He also earned
a grant in 2012 from the “Hors les Murs” program of the French Ins-
titute in New York.
A soloist committed to contemporary music, he has created many
works (Pascale Criton, Harry Partch, Tom Johnson, Ramon Laz-
kano, Régis Campo). He has developed an original repertory both in
his microtonal music (guitars in quartertones, 1/12 tones and 1/16
tones, Intonation Juste) and in experimental music.
He is the guitarist for the Ensemble 2E2M, and has also played with
TM+, Aleph, L’Instant Donné, Zellig, the Orchestre Philharmonique
of Montpellier and the Paris Opera Orchestra.
In 1996, he founded the Ensemble DEDALUS dedicated to free ins-
trumentation scores and to minimal music with which he also de-
fends contemporary experimental music. As a composer, he has
worked in dance with Mathilde Monnier, Germana Civera, Patrice
Barthès or video by conceiving acoustic structures which examine
the relationships between music and acoustical phenomena.
In the improv music scene he has played with Seijiro Murayama, the
duo Kristoff K. Roll and Kasper T.Toeplitz.
In 2007 he joined the collective of the Festival Sonorités in Montpel-
lier. He is also on the editorial board of the magazine Revue&Corri-
gée.

Dedalus receives support from the DRAC Languedoc-Roussillon, the
Conseil régional Languedoc-Roussillon, the Conseil général of l’Hé-
rault, the SPEDIDAM and the SACEM. The ensemble has also recei-
ved support from the French Institute, the Diaphonique Funds,
FACE, Impuls Neue Musik and de Réseau en Scène Languedoc-
Roussillon.



«You’re only 
supposed to 
blow the bloody
doors off!»

This subtitle is from a
line delivered by Michael
Caine with his inimitable
Cockney accent, a
slightly ironic aside from
The Italian Job, a film by
the British director Peter
Collinson, which was re-
leased in 1969.

Fernando Pessoa 
« Le Livre de l’intranquillité » 

“I belong to the chrysanthe-
mum hours, to clean lines
in the stretching of vases. I
need to do something deco-
rative with my soul. I don’t
know which details, too
pompous and researched,
define my attitude. My taste
for the ornamental comes
no doubt from the fact that I
feel something identical in
the substance of my being.”
Translated from the Portu-
guese by Françoise Laye,
Christian Bourgois editor

Compagnie Catherine Diverrès
Production, diffusion, développment
Michel Chialvo I + 33 (0)9 80 55 55 43 I 
+ 33 (0)6 86 68 95 84
michel.chialvo@compagnie-catherine-diverres.com
Administration
Mélissa Yana I 33 (0)2 97 47 76 75 I 
admin@compagnie-catherine-diverres.com
Communication

Murielle Schulze I 33 (0)2 97 47 76 75 I
relations-publiques@compagnie-catherine-diverres.com
www.compagnie-catherine-diverres.com

Compagnie Catherine Diverrès I Association d’Octobre
Subventionnée par le Ministère de la Culture et de la 
Communication / Direction régionale des affaires 
culturelles de Bretagne, le Conseil départemental du
Morbihan, le Conseil régional de Bretagne et Vannes
Agglo, Catherine Diverrès est artiste associé au Théâtre
Anne de Bretagne à Vannes et reçoit l’aide de la ville de
Vannes et du TAB pour la mise à disposition du Studio 8
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